
 

Chapter One 
 Introduction 

 • Semiconductors and devices based on semiconductors materials are 
used in every aspects of modern life. 

• From games boys to personal computers, wide satellite phones, 
semiconductor contribute to life. 

• Initial understanding of band theory (discovery of QMs and its 
applications to understand of electrons in crystalline solids) in 1930s 
show progress in semiconductor physics and devices.  

• Band theory and its outcome effective mass theory has allowed us to 
Understand the difference between metals, insulators and 
semiconductor. 

• An understanding of electrons, holes, and carrier transport 
eventually led to semiconductor devices such as the transistors and 
lasers. 
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Initial work on semiconductors was carried out in single materials systems based 

on Si, Ge, GaAs, etc. Semiconductors could be combined (heterostructure) and 

yielding very interesting structure that used in electronics and optoelectronics.  

 

Conductor is the material that permit flow of  electrons in it, when a 
voltage source of  limited magnitude is applied across its terminals 
(gold, silver, copper, ..). 
Insulator is a material that block flow of  electrons (rubber, glass, 
mica, ..). 
Semiconductor is a material that has a conductivity level 
somewhere between  an insulator and a conductor (silicon, 

germanium). 

(Semiconducting Materials) 
 All matter is composed of  atoms; all atoms consist of  electrons, protons, and 

neutrons except normal hydrogen, which does not have a neutron. All atoms 

within a given element have the same number of  protons and electrons.  

Materials 
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Electron Shells 
 Total number of  electrons in each shell in neutral  atom will equal the number 
of  protons and is constant for each element.  (electrons = protons). 
 Protons number = atomic number. 

The distribution of  the electrons in shells is same for any particular element. 

Each electron shell is a fixed 

distance from the nucleus 
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A material having electrical conductivity intermediate between 

a metal and an insulator is called a semiconductor. Their 

conductivity is more than that of  the insulator but less than 

that of  conductors. Semiconductors are available in  silicon 

(Si) and germanium (Ge). 

Semiconductors are also classified as follows. 

a. Intrinsic, and 

b. Extrinsic. (n-type, p-type) 

Intrinsic semiconductor is pure undoped semiconductor 

Extrinsic semiconductors is intrinsic doped semiconductor. 

The semiconductors are primarily of  n-type and p-type.  

 

1.1 The Structure of Semiconductor Materials 

http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/948/971633/ch21_05.htm


 Pure or intrinsic semiconductors have 4 outermost electrons. 

 When an atom loses or gains an electron it is converted to ion. 

  Ions are defined as a molecule or an atom, wherein the total number of 
electrons is not equal to the total number of protons, thus, giving the atom a 
net positive or negative electrical charge. 

  if the ion is formed by a loss of electrons, a positive charge is developed, and if 
it is formed by the gain of electrons, then a negative charge is imparted to the 
particle. This whole process is termed as ionization.  
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Semiconductors 

1.2 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Semiconductors 
A.  Intrinsic Semiconductors: 
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In ionization, the ion with a net positive charge on it is termed as ‘positive ion’ or 

‘cation’. Cation is an ion which has a greater number of  protons than electrons.  It is 

formed when the neutral ion loses its one electron from the valance shell, and the number 

of  protons in the nuclei becomes higher than the number of  electrons in the outer-shell. 

And, because of  the less number of  electrons, a positive charge is attained by the ion. 

 

On the other hand, the ion with the net negative charge is termed as ‘negative ion’ or 

‘anion’. The neutral atom gains an electron in its valance shell, and the number of  

electron increases in the atom. The ion uses the electron to stabilize itself, and instantly 

pulls in more electrons from the shell. Thus, the number of  the electrons increases and the 

number of  the protons decreases in atom.  
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Comparison between a Positive Ion and a Negative Ion: 

Negative Ion Positive Ion 

An atom or a molecule which is 
negatively charged i.e. has 

more number of electrons than 
protons. 

An atom or a molecule which is 
positively charged i.e. has more 

number of protons than 
electrons. 

It is a negative net charge ion. It is a positive net charge ion. 

They are formed by attracting 
electrons. 

They are formed by losing 
electrons. 

Anion Cation 

Non-metal Metal 

Sulfide, fluoride, chloride, 
bromide, iodide, nitride and 

hydride. 
Sodium, iron, and lead. 



1.3 The Energy-Band Levels 
The energy bands are regions of many separated levels of energy which are 

so closely spaced that they may be considered as a continuum. 
 

 The band that is normally filled with electrons at T=0 K in semiconductor 

is called the valence band, while the upper unfilled band is called the 

conduction band. 

 The energy gap (Eg) separating conduction band and valence band is 

called forbidden gap.   
   

 
 
 

 
                                       
                                                
 
 
                                 
                                      The energy band diagram of a  semiconductor 
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Fermi Function 

The Fermi function f(E) gives the probability that a given available 

electron energy state will be occupied at a given temperature. The 

Fermi function comes from Fermi-Dirac statistics and has the form 
 

  

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/disfd.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/disfd.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/disfd.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/disfd.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/disfd.html
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Bonding diagram. The red negative signs 

represent the shared valence electrons. 

Covalent bonding  

Holding atoms together by 

sharing valence electrons 

Silicon and Germanium 

An intrinsic crystal is crystal that is no has 

impurities. 

Covalent bonding for germanium is similar 

to the silicon because it also has four 

valence electrons. 
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insulatorelectronsValence 4

torsemiconducelectronsValence  4

conductorelectronsValence 4

 

 

eV is used as a unit of energy gap, Eg 

 

1 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 C x 1 V 

        = 1.6 x 10-19  J 

Eg = 0 eV Eg = 1 eV Eg = 7 eV 

1.3 Classification of  the Energy-Band Levels in Materials  
Conductors: Material that easily conducts electrical current.(Copper, Silver, Gold, 

Aluminum)                 ** One valence electron very loosely bound to the atom- free electron 

Insulators: Material that does not conduct electrical current under normal conditions. 

Valence electron are tightly bound to the atom – less free electron  (rubber, plastics, glass, 

mica, and quartz). 

Semiconductors: Material between conductors and insulators in its ability to conduct 

electric current, most commonly use semiconductor ; Silicon(Si) and Germanium(Ge) 
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Why is silicon usually preferred over germanium for the fabrication of 

semiconductor devices? 

1. Silicon can easily able to react with oxygen and produces SiO2 which is 

used as a perfect insulator in semiconductor industry as a dielectric. 

2. The forbidden energy band of Silicon is 1.1ev which is higher than that of 

germanium(0.66ev) which makes silicon more stable and because of that 

the leakage current is reduced.  

3. Silicon is plenty available on the surface of the earth and hence less  

expensive than germanium. 

What are application of germanium diode? 

1. In photonics, Ge photodiodes can detect longer wavelengths.  In cheap 

systems, they will work at 1.5um, and they will work well at 1.3um, which 

wavelengths are standard telecom wavelengths. 

2. Ge has much worse thermal properties than Si, so it doesn't work well in 

high-power applications.  

What are the advantages of sillicon over germanium? 

Good Temperature Stability, Low Cost, and Large Forward Current 
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Conduction and Valence bands of  Materials  

 The hole is a representation for the valence band with missing electrons. If 

the electrons is not missing the valence band electrons cannot carry any 

current. However, if an electron is missing the current flow is allowed. 

 If an electric filed is applied, all electrons moves in the direction opposite 

to the electric filed. 

 The hole thus responds as if it has a positive charge 
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1.4 Conduction in Semiconductor  ( Intrinsic)                     
(Conduction -Electron and holes)  

• An increase in temperature of  a semiconductor can result in a big increase 

in the number of  free electrons in the material. 

• Semiconductor materials such as Ge and Si that show a reduction in 

resistance with increase in temperature 



Intrinsic Semiconductors: (Which one is move; electrons and holes ) 
   Intrinsic semiconductor is pure undoped semiconductor  
 The concentration of free electrons and holes is always equal in an intrinsic 

semiconductor. 
 Both electrons and holes are charge carriers in an intrinsic semiconductors. 

• Intrinsic carrier concentration is dependent on temperature and band-gap of the 
semiconductor. 
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Electrons Hole  Current  

     Total current = 
 e current + h current 
      p = n = ni  

Hole current in intrinsic silicon. 
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Semiconductive materials do not conduct current well and are of  

limited value in their intrinsic state. This is because of  the limited 

number of  free electrons in the conduction band and holes in the 

valence band. 

 Intrinsic silicon (or germanium) must be modified by increasing 

the number of  free electrons or holes to increase its conductivity 

and make it useful in electronic devices. This is done by adding 

impurities to the intrinsic material. Two types of  extrinsic 

(impure) semiconductive materials, n-type and p-type 

B. Extrinsic Semiconductor:  

Since semiconductors are generally poor conductors, their 

conductivity can be drastically increased by the controlled 

addition of  impurities to the intrinsic (pure) semiconductive 

material. This process, called doping, increases the number of  

current carriers (electrons or holes). The impurities are antimony 

(Sb), arsenic (As), astatine (At), boron (B), polonium (Po), 

tellurium (Te)  
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N-Type Semiconductor 

To increase the number of (e) conduction-band electrons in intrinsic silicon, the 

pentavalent impurity atoms are added, therefore, The n-type is created by using 

those impurity elements that have five valence electrons (pentavalent). These are 

atoms with five valence electrons such as arsenic (As), phosphorus (P), bismuth 

(Bi), and antimony (Sb). 

A semiconductor material that has been subjected to the doping process is 

called an extrinsic material. 

 Doping is the process of adding impurities (dopant) into the intrinsic 

semiconductors.   (n-type and p-type) 
 

Pentavalent impurities : Impurity 

atoms with 5 valence electrons 

produce n-type semiconductors by 

contributing extra electrons. which 

increases the conductivity. The 

charge carriers are negative 

electrons (n-type ) 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/sili.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/sili.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/sili.html
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Majority and Minority Carriers  in n-type  
 
Silicon (or germanium) doped with pentavalent atoms is an n-type 

semiconductor. 

 Electrons are called the majority carriers in n-type  

 Holes  are called minority carriers in n-type. 

The holes are not produced by the addition of  the pentavalent impurity atoms. 

This holes are created when electron-hole pairs are thermally generated. 
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P-Type Semiconductor 

To increase the number of holes in intrinsic silicon, trivalent impurity atoms are added, 

therefore, The p-type material is formed by doping a pure germanium or silicon crystal 

with impurity atoms having three valence electrons. These are atoms with three 

valence electrons such as boron (B), indium (In), and gallium (Ga). 

Trivalent impurities : Impurity 

atoms with 3 valence electrons 

produce p-type semiconductors 

by producing a "hole" or 

electron deficiency. which 

increases the conductivity. The 

charge carriers are positive 

holes (p-type) 

Majority and Minority Carriers 

Since most of the current carriers are holes, silicon (or germanium) doped with 

trivalent atoms is called a p-type semiconductor.  

Holes are the majority carriers in p-type .  

Electrons are the minority carriers in p-type  

This electrons that are created when electron-hole pairs are thermally generated. 

and not produced by the addition of the trivalent impurity atoms. 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/intrin.html
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 Effect of donor and accepter impurities on the energy band 



• In n-type semiconductor,  electron is called the majority 
carrier and the hole the minority carrier. 

• In p-type semiconductor,  hole is the majority carrier and 
the electron is the minority carrier. 

 Diffused impurities with five valence electrons are called 
donor atoms.  

 The diffused impurities with three valence electrons are 
called acceptor atoms. 
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1.7 Drift and Diffusion Currents 
 If electric field is applied across the semiconductor crystal. The 

electrons moves towards the positive side of the electric field. 

 Drift current is produced when a voltage is applied across the 
object. 

 Direction of conventional current (common current) is always 
opposite to the direction of drifting electrons. 

 Direction of current is always from positive terminal to the 
negative terminal of the battery. 
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• Direction of motion:  

• Holes move in the direction of the electric field (from 

+ to -)  

• Electrons move in the opposite direction of the 

electric field (from - to +)  

• Average net motion is described by the drift velocity, 

vd with units cm/second  

Drift 
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  As free electrons and holes diffuse across the junction, a region of fixed 

ions is left behind. This region is known as the “depletion region.”   

 Diffusion current is a current in a semiconductor caused by 
the diffusion of charge carriers (holes and/or electrons). 
 Diffusion current is produced without applied voltage and it is due 
to the difference in the charge carrier concentration. 
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